Sensys America’s Contracted Program For Red Light Cameras Begins in Florida

Warning Period in Crestview, Florida Starts December 1st to Change Driving Behavior

ORLANDO, FL (November 19, 2018) — Sensys America, a leading provider of advanced technology for traffic safety enforcement, announces the program for red light camera photo enforcement with the City of Crestview, Florida will begin its enforcement with a 30-day warning period on December 1st. Sensys America is working with City officials to encourage safe driving at the most dangerous red light intersections. The warning period will give motorists time to change their driving habits before payable notices of violation begin January 1 with a fine of $158.

Accidents from red light running are among the most preventable type of accidents, while T-bone crashes can cause severe injuries and deaths. The following dangerous intersections will be monitored:

- **Ferdon Boulevard @ Redstone Avenue**
- **Ferdon Boulevard @ James Lee**

“We are proud to provide our life-saving technology to other North Florida cities as well, such as Gulf Breeze and Midway. These cost-neutral programs are saving lives while also providing law enforcement with investigative tools to catch criminals. We want Crestview to be a Zero Fatality® City with no injuries or deaths.” said Carlos Lofstedt, CEO, Sensys America.

“Photo Enforced” signs are already clearly posted at the intersections and the system will be monitoring 24/7 beginning December 1st with advanced photo enforcement technology from Sensys America. The monitoring systems capture high resolution photos/videos of vehicles that run red lights.

**About Sensys America**

Sensys America provides the most tested and widely used photo enforcement systems in the world with advanced technology for traffic safety and a commitment to reducing fatalities to zero. Sensys America, is a privately held company headquartered in Orlando, Florida with a US client base that includes customers in Florida, Tennessee, Rhode Island, Maryland, and Washington State. Sensys’ team of photo enforcement experts provides decades of combined experience developing, installing and operating photo red light and speed programs in the United States and throughout the World. For more info: [https://www.sensysamerica.net/](https://www.sensysamerica.net/)